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Background. In recent years, the treatment of tuberculosis has been threatened by the increasing number of patients with drug
resistance, especially rifampicin resistance, which is the most effective first-line antibiotic against Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
Methods. We performed a systematic review of the literature by searching the PubMed database for studies of rifampicin-resistant
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) isolates fromMoroccan patients, published between 2010 and 2020.(e aim of this review was
to quantify the frequency of the most commonmutations associated with rifampicin resistance, to describe the frequency at which
these mutations co-occur. Identified studies were critically appraised according to the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy
Studies-2 (QUADAS-2) tool. Results. 6 studies met our inclusion criteria. Results show that 99.36% of MTB isolates had a single-
point mutation, and the most commonly mutated codon of rpoB gene is 531 with 70.33% of phenotypically resistant strains.
However, 10.38% of MTB strains phenotypically resistant to RIF did not exhibit any mutation in the rpoB gene. Conclusion.
Identification of a resistance-associated mutation to rifampicin can be a good marker of drug-resistant TB, but lack of a mutation
in the target sequence must be interpreted with caution.

1. Background

Drug-resistant tuberculosis (TB) is a major public health
problem that threatens progress made in fighting TB [1].
Rifampicin (RIF) is one of the most potent antituberculosis
drugs, due to its fast-acting bactericidal effects [2]. Resis-
tance to rifampicin involves alterations on the gene encoding
the β-subunit of the RNA polymerase (rpoB gene) [3].
Several studies have shown that more than 95% of the RIF-
resistant strains are present within an 81 base pair region of
the rpoB gene called the RIF-resistance determining region
(RRDR) or hot-spot region, which is located between codons
507 and 533 of the rpoB gene [4, 5]. (e types of mutations
include single-nucleotide changes that result in single amino

acid substitutions (93%), in-frame deletions (4%), and in-
sertions (3%) [6–8].

(e World Health Organization (WHO) estimated that
in 2018, there were about half a million new cases of ri-
fampicin-resistant TB (RIFR-TB), of which 78% had mul-
tidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) (defined as resistance to at
least isoniazid and rifampicin, with or without resistance to
other first-line drugs (FLD)) and only 25% were treated [9].
(e increasing emergence of drug-resistant strains of TB is
due to treatment defaulters and other challenges (delays in
initiating treatment, inadequate treatment, new
infections. . .) [10, 11]. (e WHO reported that MDR/RIFR
tuberculosis was globally found among 18% of previously
TB-treated cases and 3.4% of new cases in 2018 [9].
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In Morocco, tuberculosis is endemic and a major public
health problem and 36 000 cases of TB were notified in 2018,
with nearly 150 new cases per 100 000 inhabitants [12]. (e
incidence rate of MDR/RIFR-TB was estimated to be 530 in
the year 2018 compared to 160 patients in 2015 [13]. Despite
the use of the directly observed treatment short-course
strategy for controlling the disease since 1991, the incidence
is still increasing, with an alarming increase in the number of
MDR-TB with each passing year [14]. In Morocco, it has
been reported that MDR-TB was found among 1% of new
TB infections and 8.7% of previously treated cases [15].

Rapid detection of rifampicin resistance in clinical
isolate will have an obvious patient as well as public health
benefits, including early access to the appropriate treatment,
and control of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MBT) by re-
ducing the spread of drug-resistant strains [16–18]. Drug
susceptibility testing (DST) induces serious delays in the
detection of resistance due to the extremely slow growth of
MTB (takes several weeks to months) [19]. To overcome the
limitations of phenotypic methods, various molecular de-
tection methods have been recommended and endorsed by
the WHO [20]. (ese methods can speed up MBT identi-
fication and drug susceptibility testing, and thus lead to
faster and more specific treatment of patients [20].

To date, no systematic review has attempted to assess the
prevalence of the most common mutations associated with
RIF resistance in Morocco. It is important to understand the
frequency and geographic distribution of mutations asso-
ciated with RIF resistance. (e purpose of the present
systematic review was to quantify the most common mu-
tations associated with rpoB gene in Mycobacterium tu-
berculosis isolates from Moroccan patients.

2. Methods

2.1. Literature Search. A search in PubMed was conducted on
all peer-reviewed publications evaluating mutations in rifam-
picin-resistant isolates of M. tuberculosis. (e search was
limited to studies published between 2010 and 2020.(e search
was performed through PubMed using the following key words
individually and as an exhaustive combination applying the
AND operator: “rifampicin,” “resistance,” “tuberculosis,”
“mutations,” and “Morocco” in various combinations.

We limited the review to clinical studies written in
English.(e selection of articles for review was done in three
stages: looking at the titles alone, then abstracts, and then
full-text articles Figure 1.

2.2. Publication Selection Criteria. All studies that met the
following inclusion criteria were selected:

(1) Presented original data
(2) Drug resistance confirmed by the drug susceptibility

testing (DST) method used as reference standard
(3) We included studies that used liquid and/or solid-

based media for DST
(4) Assessed mutations in rpoB gene in clinical MTB

strains (RIFR and/or MDR)

Duplicate publications of the same study were excluded
from the analysis.

2.3. Data Acquisition. Data extracted from each publication
that met the inclusion criteria were as follows: primary
author, publication year, geographic origin of specimens,
year (s) of specimen collection (the study period), sex ratio,
age range, sample size, phenotypic drug susceptibility testing
method, genotypic testing method, total number of resistant,
and susceptible isolates tested.

Individual isolate mutation information included the
following: location of gene mutation, amino acid and nu-
cleotide changes, and frequency of mutations in the rpoB
gene. Data were recorded and compiled using Excel software
(Microsoft, Redmond, WA).

2.4. Calculation of Cumulative Mutation Frequencies.
Cumulative mutation frequency in resistant isolates was
calculated as the number of resistant isolates in which the
mutation was found, divided by the total number of phe-
notypically resistant isolates tested across studies [21].

2.5. Assessment of Individual Studies’Methodological Quality.
We assessed the quality of studies using the Quality As-
sessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies-2 (QUADAS-2), a
validated tool for diagnostic studies [22]. (e QUADAS tool
consists of 4 key domains including patient selection,
choosing index test, reference standard, and optimizing flow
and timing [22].

Each domain is assessed in terms of risk of bias, and the
first three domains are also assessed in terms of concerns
regarding applicability [23]. If the answers to all signaling
questions for a domain were “yes”, the risk of bias is judged
as “low”; if any signaling question in a domain was “no,” risk
of bias is judged as “high.” (e unclear bias is used if in-
sufficient information was supplied [22]. Applicability was
judged as low, high, or unclear with the similar criteria.

3. Results

3.1. Study Selection. Initial search parameters identified 18
studies published between 2010 and 2020. After full-text
screen, 11 were excluded and they did not meet inclusion
criteria (Figure 1), and 7 publications met all eligibility
criteria. However, one study was excluded because the MTB
strains were enrolled in two other studies included in this
systematic review [24, 25], and finally, 6 studies were in-
cluded in the review.

3.2. Methodological Quality of Studies. (e quality assess-
ment for each separate study is given in the supplementary
material (available here). None of the studies had high risk of
bias in three QUADAS-2 domains (patient selection, index
test, and reference standard). All studies were of unclear risk
for patient selection bias. One study was at high risk for flow
and timing bias, resulting from the fact that not all selected
patients were included in the genotypic drug susceptibility
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analysis. Most of the studies were at either low or unclear
risk for the index test and reference standard bias. Regarding
applicability, all studies were at low risk for patient selection
and were at unclear risk of the index test, and one study had
a high risk for the reference standard, resulting from the fact
that it interpreted the reference test while knowing the
results of the genotypic drug susceptibility.

3.3. General Characteristics of Included Studies. (e char-
acteristics of included studies are given in Table 1. Of the 6
studies included, the earliest was published in 2013, 4
(66.66%) were published in 2017 (2 studies) and in 2018 (2
studies). For all studies, the reported geographic origins of
these strains were from different Moroccan cities.

A total of 1589 clinical isolates were collected from TB
confirmed pulmonary patients [24, 26, 28, 29], and 203
isolates were collected from suspected TB patients [25, 27].
25.55% (458/1792) of TB patients were new cases, 30.25%
(542/1792) were previously treated, and 1.84% (33/1792) of
patients were under treatment. (e information regarding
42.35% (759/1792) of patients was not available.

3.4. Mutations in the rpoB Gene. Conventional drug sus-
ceptibility testing (DST) was performed on a Low-
enstein–Jensen (L-J) medium [24–26, 29] or using the
proportion method [27, 28]. Results showed various phe-
notypic resistance profiles (Table 2); out of total 1792 MTB
specimens, 874 (48.77%) were susceptible for all first-line
drugs, 248 (13.84%) were isoniazid resistant (INHR), 436
(24.33%) were RIF resistant, and 234 (13.05%) were MDR.
Among 918 MTB strains phenotypically resistant to rifam-
picin and/or isoniazid (248 INHR, 436 RIFR, and 234 MDR),
495 (238 RIFR, 234 MDR, and 23 INHR) were subjected to
rpoBmutation analysis by various genotyping resistance tests:
PCR and DNA sequencing [25, 26], qPCR-HRM [29], and

rifoligotyping [24], where the genotypic tests were done after
culture and theDNAwas immediately used or stored at −20°C
until use; however, for GenoType®MTBDRplusV2.0 [27, 28],
the assay was applied directly in the sputum specimens or
after solid culture (Table 2). In comparison to phenotypic
data, 49 (10.38%) (8 MDR and 41 RIFR) MTB strains phe-
notypically resistant to RIF did not exhibit any mutation in
the rpoB gene (Table 2).

Mutation data (mutation location, original amino acid
and nucleotide, and mutated amino acid and nucleotide)
and cumulative frequencies in the rpoB gene are reported in
Table 3. Twenty-one different types of mutations were
identified (dual mutation at codons 516 and 531 was counted
as one type).

We observed that there was a diverse profile of the rpoB
gene mutation (19 different missense mutations and 2 de-
letions at codons 518 and 520). 99.36% (n� 496) isolates had
a single-point mutation, and the most commonly occurring
mutation in RIF-resistant isolates, at position 531 of the rpoB
gene, was identified in accounting for 332/472 (70.33%)
phenotypically resistant strains. 3 isolates had mutations in
both codons 516 and 531.

Other notable mutations identified in rpoB included the
position 516 and 526, which were found in 8.26% and 8.05%
of resistant strains, respectively. (e remaining mutations
have been found in a limited number and had frequencies of
less than 1% among phenotypically resistant isolates.

4. Discussion

Drug resistance in Mycobacterium tuberculosis is as-
sociated with chromosomal mutations in chromosomal
genes (e.g., katG, inhA, rpoB, pncA, embB, rrs, gyrA, and
gyrB), rather than by plasmids or transposons [30].
First-line drugs, commonly used for treating tubercu-
losis such as isoniazid (INH), rifampicin (RIF),

Identification

8 duplicates excluded
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11 articles did not 
consider rifampicin 

resistance

Eligibility

1 study excluded because 
the MTB strains were enrolled
in two studies included in this 

systematic review (24, 25)
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18 studies

7 studies

6 studies met eligibility criteria 
and were included in the 

systematic review

26 potential studies in Pubmed

Figure 1: Flow diagram illustrating study selection.
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pyrazinamide (PZA), and ethambutol (EMB), are be-
coming ineffective due to mutations in certain genes
[31], and their removal through resistance from the
anti-TB drug armamentarium has serious implications.

Tuberculosis (TB) strains that are resistant to the first-
line TB treatment regimens are more difficult to treat than
drug-susceptible ones [32], entails extended chemotherapy
(up to 2 years of treatment), with medicines that are ex-
pensive and toxic, and higher rates of treatment failure and
death [13, 33]. Rapid diagnosis and accurate detection of all
forms of drug-resistant tuberculosis is a key factor for ef-
fective patient care and for reducing and containing the
spread of these resistant strains [34].

Rifampicin is one of the most effective anti-TB antibi-
otics used to combat infections by M. tuberculosis. Resis-
tance of M. tuberculosis to rifampicin is mainly due to
mutations in the hot-spot region of the rpoB gene [4, 5], it
has been shown that the emergence of rifampicin resistance
occurs rarely when compared to other antibiotics [35], and
around 90% rifampicin-resistant cases are also resistant to
isoniazid [36]. (erefore, rifampicin resistance is considered
as a surrogate marker for drug resistant and for MDR-TB.

In the present review, 495 M. tuberculosis isolates from
individuals with TB in different Moroccan cities were tested
for their drug sensitivity against the first-line anti-TB drugs
using different molecular assays, of which 472 (RIFR and/or
MDR) were screened for mutations associated with

resistance to rifampicin. (e results show that mutations in
codons 516 (8.26%), 526 (8.05%), and 531 (70.33%) are the
most associated mutations with rifampicin resistance. (ese
mutations have already been reported and are in concor-
dance with previous published studies for strains from other
parts of the world, which reflect a global pattern [37–39].

Notwithstanding the fact that genotypic drug sus-
ceptibility testing has a high sensitivity and specificity but
is still unable to detect all the resistance, especially in
strains with novel or unknown resistance mechanisms
[40, 41]. In this review, 49 isolates with confirmed phe-
notypic RIF-resistance do not harbor any known muta-
tion in the rpoB gene, which may be explained by the fact
that RIF resistance-conferring mutations are present
elsewhere in the rpoB gene (such as a V146F and I572F)
[42, 43], suggesting that the nature and frequency of
mutations in the rpoB gene vary considerably, between
different geographical regions [44], by the fact that not all
the mutations are targeted by the probes used [45], or as it
has been reported that molecular assays still have some
drawbacks, such as product cross contamination which is
a major problem leading to false positive results [20]. (e
reason for this cross contamination has not been eluci-
dated properly [46], but it may be due to laboratory
procedures (protocol for pretreatment, DNA extraction,
and detection of the amplification product) [47]. (ere-
fore, failure to detect RIF-resistance with rapid molecular

Table 1: Characteristics of studies included in the review.

Studies
included in
the review

Study area Study
population

No. of
clinical
MTB
isolates

Year of collection Sex
ratio Age range Sample size

1 Oudghiri
et al. 2018 [26]

Different cities in
Morocco

Confirmed
pulmonary TB 703 2010–2102 3.2

3–62 (80% were in
the age group of
16–45 years old)

New: 228
Previously treated
(drug relapse and

failure): 264
Under treatment: 33
Not available: 178

2 Karimi et al.
2018 [27]

Different cities
located in the
northern region

Suspected TB
patients 70 2013-2014 5.36 16–72

New: 42
Previously treated
(drug relapse and

failure): 14
Unknown treatment

history: 14

3 Ennassiri
et al. 2017 [28]

Different cities in
Morocco Pulmonary TB 319 2013–2015 4.4 Median age of

35.6.

New: 88
Previously treated:

231

4 Bentaleb et al.
2017 [29]

Different cities in
Morocco

Confirmed
pulmonary TB 67 NA NA NA NA

5 Chaoui et al.
2014 [24]

Different cities in
Morocco Pulmonary TB 500

Isolates of MTB
collected over a

period of five years
NA NA NA

6 Zakham et al.
2013 [25]

Different cities in
Morocco

Suspected TB
patients 133 NA 2.64 15–80 (median

age 38)

New: 100
Previously treated
(drug relapse or
failure, chronic

cases): 33
NA: not available, TB: tuberculosis, and MTB: Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
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tests (about 10% of cases in this study), added to the risk
factors for unsuccessful TB treatment and MDR-TB de-
velopment, could risk gains made in the fight against TB.

(is is the first systematic review to describe the fre-
quency, location, and type of rpoB mutations in RIF-re-
sistant isolates of M. tuberculosis in Morocco. However,

Table 2: Phenotypic and genotypic drug susceptibility results.

Conventional drug susceptibility
testing (DST) Genotypic drug susceptibility method

Comparison of
phenotypic and

genotypic resistance
(INHR/RIFR)

Studies
included in
the review

Isolates
(n)

Susceptible
for all first-
line drugs

INHR RIFR MDR Molecular assay Sample processing and
DNA extraction

Isolates
(n)

Oudghiri
et al. 2018
[26]

703 221 194 198 90

PCR and DNA
sequencing

(performed only
for MDR: 90)

DNA was prepared
from scraped colonies
suspended in distilled
water, followed by heat

inactivation 84

6 MDR isolates
contained no

mutations in the
sequenced region

(157 bp)DNA was immediately
used or stored at −20°C

until use

Karimi
et al. 2018
[27]

70 19 13 12 26

GenoType®MTBDRplus
V2.0 (performed
for all resistant
strains: 51)

(e assay was applied
on direct sputum
specimens and on
culture isolates

47

4 (1 INHR and 3 RIFR)
phenotypically

resistant strains did
not exhibit any
mutation using
GenoType®MTBDRplus assay

Ennassiri
et al. 2017
[28]

319 172 31 9 107

GenoType®MTBDRplus
V2.0 (performed
for RIFR and
MDR: 116)

(e assay was
performed on isolates
after solid culture or

directly on
decontaminated sputum

specimens

98

18 RIFR samples were
missing wild-type

probes with no gain in
mutation probes

Bentaleb
et al. 2017
[29]

67 22 — 45 —

qPCR-HRM
(120 pb)

(performed for
RIFR strains: 45)

DNA was extracted and
purified using QIAamp
DNAmini kit according
to the manufacturer’s

protocol
40

5 RIFR strains
contained no mutation
in the rpoB amplified

region and were
classified as

phenotypically RIF-
resistant isolates

DNA was stored at
−20°C until use

Chaoui
et al. 2014
[24]

500 346 — 154 —

RIFO
(performed for
RIFR strains:

154)

DNA was prepared
from scraped colonies
suspended in 1x TE

buffer, followed by heat
inactivation

140

14 RIFR isolates that
were phenotypically
resistant did not
exhibit any point

mutation in the hot-
spot region of the rpoB

gene
DNA was stored at

−20°C until use

Zakham
et al. 2013
[25]

133 94 10 18 11

PCR and DNA
sequencing

(performed for
all resistant
strains: 39)

Specimens
decontaminated by N-
acetyl-l-cysteine were

first thawed and
centrifuged. For each

specimen, the pellet was
treated by heat shock

33

6 (3 INHR, 1 RIFR, and
2MDR) strains did not

exhibit any point
mutation in the
amplified regions

(rpoB and katG genes
and inhA promoter

region)
DNA was immediately
used or stored at −20°C

until use

Total 1792 874 248 436 234 — — 442 53 (4 INHR, 8 MDR,
and 41 RIFR)

n: number; INHR: isoniazid resistant; RIFR: rifampicin resistant; RIFO: rifoligotyping; qPCR-HRM: quantitative polymerase chain reaction-high-resolution
melting; MDR: multidrug resistant.
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limitations of the current review included a relatively small
number of studies satisfying the selection criteria, most of
the selected studies had small sample sizes, and information
on prior treatment status was unfortunately often lacking;
we can therefore not provide reliable prevalence rates for
primary or persisting infections. Several studies have shown
that mutations in the rpoB gene were different from one
region of the world to another TB endemic region [44, 48].
(erefore, further studies on the characterization of drug-
resistant strains are needed to describe with enough depth
and clarify the behavior of the mutations found in the ropB
gene analyzed in the isolates circulating in Morocco.

5. Conclusion

(e most commonly mutated codons in RIF-resistance
determining region (RRDR) of the rpoB gene are 531, 526,
and 516, although there were other missing mutations.
(erefore, research on mutations, especially screening the
rpoB gene associated with rifampicin resistance, should be
extended in a larger population and in different Moroccan
cities, which can reveal new region-specific mutations that
may occur outside the target region.
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